
You are hereby invited to The Feedback FeasT on  
Tuesday the 15th of December of 2020 from 12.00h  

to 17.00h, at our Fabulous New Studio Diasbura.  
The dresscode is Colourful Joy.

It has taken our group very little time to understand that food plays a very 
important role in our dynamic. The way we learn through our meals is 

invaluable: feeding each other, digesting thoughts and food in our communal 
stomach, receiving a piece of one another every time we take a bite… All of 
these acts are at the core of our education. Therefore, we would like to take 

the opportunity of the informal presentations to share our nourishment with you. 
We want to have a meal full of excitement, progress and motivation,  

and we would love for you to join us.

We hope you will keep in mind the corona regulations and help us keep  
the event safe. Bring a mask, wash your hands, keep a distance.

So please, accept our invitation, sit down, receive our food, 
receive our work and please, please, please: feed us back.

Sincerely,
Diasbura ColleCtive.
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Lieve Annelys de Vet, Querida FrAnciscA KhAmis,
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It has taken our group very little time to understand that food plays a very 
important role in our dynamic. The way we learn through our meals is 

invaluable: feeding each other, digesting thoughts and food in our communal 
stomach, receiving a piece of one another every time we take a bite… All of 
these acts are at the core of our education. Therefore, we would like to take 

the opportunity of the informal presentations to share our nourishment with you. 
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Dear yAzAn KhAlili, Querida AgustinA WoodgAte,



You are hereby invited to The Feedback FeasT on  
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Sincerely,
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It has taken our group very little time to understand that food plays a very 
important role in our dynamic. The way we learn through our meals is 

invaluable: feeding each other, digesting thoughts and food in our communal 
stomach, receiving a piece of one another every time we take a bite… All of 
these acts are at the core of our education. Therefore, we would like to take 

the opportunity of the informal presentations to share our nourishment with you. 
We want to have a meal full of excitement, progress and motivation,  

and we would love for you to join us.

We hope you will keep in mind the corona regulations and help us keep  
the event safe. Bring a mask, wash your hands, keep a distance.

So please, accept our invitation, sit down, receive our food, 
receive our work and please, please, please: feed us back.

Sincerely,
Diasbura ColleCtive.

Dear rAnA ghAVAmi, Dear lArA KhAldi,



Dear hudA smitshuijzen AbiFAres,

You are hereby invited to The Feedback FeasT on  
Tuesday the 15th of December of 2020 from 12.00h to 17.00h,  

at our Fabulous New Studio Diasbura.

It has taken our group very little time to understand that food plays a very 
important role in our dynamic. The way we learn through our meals is 

invaluable: feeding each other, digesting thoughts and food in our communal 
stomach, receiving a piece of one another every time we take a bite… All of 
these acts are at the core of our education. Therefore, we would like to take 

the opportunity of the informal presentations to share our nourishment with you. 
We want to have a meal full of excitement, progress and motivation,  

and we would love for you to join us.

Perhaps you might not be physically present at this moment, this is okay.  
We will still ask if it's possible to hear your voice at some point, as we  
consider it important. The entire event will be livestreamed for your 
enjoyment, and our Feedback hoTline will be open throughout the  
event at +31 (0) 684 58 47 87 where you are welcome to call in. 

So please, accept our invitation, sit down, receive our food, 
receive our work and please, please, please: feed us back.

Sincerely,
diAsburA collectiVe.

Lieve jonAs stAAl,

You are hereby invited to The Feedback FeasT on  
Tuesday the 15th of December of 2020 from 12.00h to 17.00h,  

at our Fabulous New Studio Diasbura.

It has taken our group very little time to understand that food plays a very 
important role in our dynamic. The way we learn through our meals is 

invaluable: feeding each other, digesting thoughts and food in our communal 
stomach, receiving a piece of one another every time we take a bite… All of 
these acts are at the core of our education. Therefore, we would like to take 

the opportunity of the informal presentations to share our nourishment with you. 
We want to have a meal full of excitement, progress and motivation,  

and we would love for you to join us.

Perhaps you might not be physically present at this moment, this is okay.  
We will still ask if it's possible to hear your voice at some point, as we  
consider it important. The entire event will be livestreamed for your 
enjoyment, and our Feedback hoTline will be open throughout the  
event at +31 (0) 684 58 47 87 where you are welcome to call in. 

So please, accept our invitation, sit down, receive our food, 
receive our work and please, please, please: feed us back.

Sincerely,
diAsburA collectiVe.



Estimat miquel herVás gómez,

You are hereby invited to The Feedback FeasT on  
Tuesday the 15th of December of 2020 from 12.00h to 17.00h,  

at our Fabulous New Studio Diasbura.

It has taken our group very little time to understand that food plays a very 
important role in our dynamic. The way we learn through our meals is 

invaluable: feeding each other, digesting thoughts and food in our communal 
stomach, receiving a piece of one another every time we take a bite… All of 
these acts are at the core of our education. Therefore, we would like to take 

the opportunity of the informal presentations to share our nourishment with you. 
We want to have a meal full of excitement, progress and motivation,  

and we would love for you to join us.

Perhaps you might not be physically present at this moment, this is okay.  
We will still ask if it's possible to hear your voice at some point, as we  
consider it important. The entire event will be livestreamed for your 
enjoyment, and our Feedback hoTline will be open throughout the  
event at +31 (0) 684 58 47 87 where you are welcome to call in. 

So please, accept our invitation, sit down, receive our food, 
receive our work and please, please, please: feed us back.

Sincerely,
diAsburA collectiVe.

Liebe sAschA KrischocK,

You are hereby invited to The Feedback FeasT on  
Tuesday the 15th of December of 2020 from 12.00h to 17.00h,  

at our Fabulous New Studio Diasbura.

It has taken our group very little time to understand that food plays a very 
important role in our dynamic. The way we learn through our meals is 

invaluable: feeding each other, digesting thoughts and food in our communal 
stomach, receiving a piece of one another every time we take a bite… All of 
these acts are at the core of our education. Therefore, we would like to take 

the opportunity of the informal presentations to share our nourishment with you. 
We want to have a meal full of excitement, progress and motivation,  

and we would love for you to join us.

Perhaps you might not be physically present at this moment, this is okay.  
We will still ask if it's possible to hear your voice at some point, as we  
consider it important. The entire event will be livestreamed for your 
enjoyment, and our Feedback hoTline will be open throughout the  
event at +31 (0) 684 58 47 87 where you are welcome to call in. 

So please, accept our invitation, sit down, receive our food, 
receive our work and please, please, please: feed us back.

Sincerely,
diAsburA collectiVe.


